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Russian exodus
FINLAND



Lappeenranta. A  portrait of the Finnish national hero, Carl Gustaf Emil Mannerheim, at Cafè Majurska.



The first stop is always Helsinki. Some get 
a lift by car, through a chat room, some 
would take the Allegro super-fast train 
(the service was suspended on March 
28, 2022  by Finnish state-owned rail 
operator VR, due to sanctions) and others 
still arrive on the direct bus from Saint 
Petersburg. 

For Russians looking to come to Europe, the 
easiest way out of their increasingly isolated, 
crisis-ridden country is Finland. They need 
European visas and green passes (neither 
easy to obtain) and once they get across the 
border not everyone moves on immediately. 
Some decide to stay in Finland where there 
has always been a large Russian-speaking 
community despite the troubled past 
relationship between the two nations. 

This is also where Russians meet Ukrainian 
refugees attracted here by Finnish 
government subsidies: the subway, trains, 
busses and ferries are free for them and 
there are 95% discounts on Finnair flights. “I 
am still in Russia,” writes Ruslan on Telegram. 
“But I am thinking about Finland as a 
possible place to live. Are there courier jobs 
in Helsinki?” Vladim has been living there for 
four years and would never go back to live in 
Russia. But the other day he went to visit his 
parents in Saint Petersburg and gave a ride 
to two acquaintances on the return journey 
to Finland. 

“Who wants to go back? There is no 
freedom and they are arresting people 
indiscriminately,” explains Alexander. “With 
the collapse of the ruble, the average wage 
in Russia today is about 250 euro. That’s why I 
am looking for work in Finland”.

THE OTHER GREAT EXODUS IS FROM SAINT PETERSBURG TO FINLAND, 
THE GATEWAY TO EUROPE. WHERE RUSSIANS AND UKRAINIAN REFUGEES MEET



Vladimir, 23, has just dropped off two Russian people at Vantaa station on the outskirts of Helsinki after a four-hour journey from St. Petersburg (where he was 
born). Vladimir has lived in Helsinki for four years.



A house in the woods not far 
from Nuijamaa, near the border 
between Finland and Russia.



  Helsinki. Russian passengers leaving the station; they were on the Allegro train that just arrived from St. Petersburg.



Vainikkala. Russian passengers on the 
Allegro train from St. Petersburg as it 
waits at the border station.



Helsinki. After Sunday mass at the St. Nicholas Orthodox church where the local Russian-speaking community go to worship.



This lake in Nuijamaa is always completely frozen in winter, its pier represents the start point of the border between Russia and Finland.



Helsinki. The Russian-born agricultural entrepreneur Marina Andreeva (in Finland for 12 years) on the Ravintolalaiva Wäiski restaurant ship during a party 
dedicated to the city's Russian community.



Vantaa. Tanya Yatsounova, 38, from Moscow, has just arrived at the station on the Allegro train from St. Petersburg. She got off here because it’s closer to Helsinki 
airport: she’s flying to London tomorrow.



A group of Ukrainian friends based in Helsinki has decided to visit Tallinn for the day. For Ukrainian refugees, the Helsinki-Tallinn ferry is free, as are all the trains 
and buses throughout the country. But the ferry is also often used by Russians looking to reach the Baltic countries.



Vainikkala. The Allegro train from St. Petersburg comes through this border station.



Sasha and her husband Peter (left) 
have just arrived from St. Petersburg 
on the Allegro train. They will return to 
Russia soon, but they’re worried about 
what’s going to happen in the future.



Helsinki. At the National Museum of Finland two visitors watch a video on the history of the country.



Helsinki. At the Suomi Venäjä Seura (Finland Russia Association) students Pauli Mankinen and Anna Tervo, both of Russian origin and with dual citizenship, are 
speaking with the head of the organisation.



Helsinki. The ferry port for Tallinn. The 
ferry is often used by the Russians who, 
having fled Russia, want to reach the 
Baltic countries.



Vladimir, 23, is driving along the road from St. Petersburg to Helsinki with two Russians. Vladimir has lived in Helsinki for four years and was in St. Petersburg to 
visit his parents.



A few kilometres from the Russian border, Lappeenranta is known as one of the greenest and most sustainable cities in the country.



Helsinki. Russian passengers get off the Allegro train after arriving from St. Petersburg.



Helsinki. At the Saslik traditional Russian restaurant, the maître Patric Scauff, a Russian born in Sochi, poses for a photo in the red room.



A forest situated just a few kilometres from the Russian border near Vainikkala.



Helsinki. Damir, 19, a student from Moscow, on the Ravintolalaiva Wäiski restaurant ship during a party dedicated to the city’s Russian community. Damir has 
been in Helsinki for 18 months and is thinking about not returning to Russia.



Helsinki. Volunteers organize humanitarian aid at depots set up by the "Ukrainian Association in Finland".



Helsinki. A woman photographs placards and candles to remember the dead in Ukraine which have been placed at the entrance to the Russian embassy.



The escalators in Helsinki airport: 
in recent days many Russians have 
been arriving in Helsinki before flying 
to other European destinations.
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